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h e site of Amrith is located on the Syrian coast 6km 
south of the modern city of Tartous. More ancient occu-
pation, from the end of the 3th millennium B.C., has been 
identiﬁ ed on the tell but Amrith is ﬁ rst of all known as a 
typical site of the Phoenician period in Syria. h e site is 
believed to be a suburb of the city of Aradus on the neigh-
boring island, today called Arwad. It is known primarily 
for its temple from the 6th century B.C., and its necro-
polis, but the great extent of the site and the variety of its 
archaeological structures (e.g. religious buildings, stadium, 
workshops and harbour) clearly show that Amrith was a 
ﬂ ourishing city and may have an important commercial 
role.
Apart from the main monuments which have been exca-
vated (Fig. 1), Amrith is still almost unknown and we have 
very poor information about its organization. h e main sec-
tors have been identiﬁ ed even if little is known about their 
internal organization yet. h e site is surrounded by important 
necropolis (the population of Aradus was buried here also), 
which give an idea of the limits of the city. h e site is crossed 
by two rivers, a fact possibly linked to the religious tradition 
of Amrith in which the water has an important role: the Nahr 
el Amrith, which runs past the main temple (Ma’abed), and 
the Nahr el Kuble, not far from the place where the Syrian 
archaeological mission has discovered a second temple.
Excavations have revealed an important zone of workshops, 
which remains to be explored. Until now, domestic archi-
tecture has been identiﬁ ed mainly on the ‘tell’, but there are 
probably other quarters with private houses.
h e environment of the site is menaced by a high estate 
pressure. Some parts of the site are already condemned but 
the essential is still preserved as farmland, even if agricultural 
activities also cause damage to archaeological structures. h e 
study of Amrith by geophysical survey is being developed in 
collaboration with the Project PROGECESA (Geophysical 
survey and study of ancient urban centers of Syria), ﬁ nanced 
by the French National Agency of Research.
FIRST RESULTS WITH MAGNETIC SURVEY
Diﬀ erent parts of the site have been carried out by magne-
tic survey with a cesium gradiometer from Geometrics. h e 
aim of this ﬁ rst campaign was to approach the organization 
of the city around the main known buildings and, after asses-
sment of the quality of the resulting magnetic maps, to see on 
what basis it will be possible to study the spatial organization 
of the city of Amrith.
Sector of the tell (Fig. 2)
h e ﬁ rst tests concerned at the bottom of the tell of Amrith 
and sought to reveal whether the occupation levels excavated 
on the top of the tell continue beyond. h e magnetic map 
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Figure 1: Satellite view 
(Google) of the site of 
Amrith with the location 
of main monuments and 
magnetic surveys.
Figure 2: Magnetic sur-
vey at the bottom of the 
tell.
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shows a relatively complex and disturbed context: archaeolo-
gical structures seem to be in relatively poor state of preserva-
tion and their organization indicates probably diﬀ erent states 
even if it is still diﬃ  cult to separate these.
h e occupation is relatively dense, as on the tell, and seems 
to continue beyond the surveyed area, particularly to the 
south. h is southern sector could be the position of the town-
centre of the city of Amrith. A central location is indicated by 
the conﬁ guration of the site with to the north the sector of 
the temple and the stadium, to the north-east the workshop 
zone, to the east the second temple and the harbour and to 
the south and east the necropolis.
h e workshop zone (Figure 3)
A second test was made in the workshop zone, not far from 
excavated areas which have revealed kilns and ditches. In this 
case also the archaeological structures seem to be not well-
preserved but they are intelligible. h e magnetic map revealed 
the existence of a wide, square building – probably a ware-
house – measuring around 42m on each side. h e details of 
the plan are not clear but it seems to be composed of a wide 
central courtyard surrounded by small square rooms. h e 
southern part of the map is more disturbed but the magnetic 
anomalies of this sector could correspond to ditches such as 
those found a few meters away in the excavations.
PERSPECTIVES
h ese ﬁ rst results show that extension of the geophysical 
surveys in Amrith would be valuable, even if the environmen-
tal conditions are not always optimal and the preservation of 
archaeological structures is not very good. Despite this, the 
site oﬀ ers a unique opportunity to study a Phoenician city 
practically preserved in its entirety. Unlike other important 
Phoenician cities along the coast, Amrith has not disappea-
red under a modern city. h e various modern installations 
on the site will be an obstacle to a complete comprehension 
of Amrith but it is possible to obtain enough information 
to identify the main features of town planning at a cru-
cial period, just before the beginning of the expansion of 
Hellenistic cities.
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Figure 3: Magnetic survey 
in the artisanal zone.
